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THE BEST KEPT SECRET
IN TELEMATICS
Reduce overtime, increase productivity
and ultimately profitability
Locutu is a 21st century Telematics system which
has all the features you need to control your
fleet using GPS satellites to locate your vehicles,
and the mobile phone network to ensure that all
reported information is constantly up to date.
Web browser access to the information and reports means your data
can be accessed from any web enabled device from anywhere in the
world. For specialist and full office fleet management a simple to
install client program is also available.

A
 ll our standard hardware has in built accelerometers to
detect poor driving behaviour such as harsh acceleration
and braking.
 Our small vehicle mounted hardware can be tamper proof
and be fitted discretely with the additional feature of
tamper alerts when necessary.
D
 ownloadable ‘apps’ are available to permit fleet
management from any modern ‘smart phone’ with the
added benefit of instant call to mobile feature.

Quick and easy trails, single
click allows you to see where the
vehicle has been for the last
30 minutes.

Real Time Alerts. Locatu can be
configured to send real time alerts via
email or Text on any of the alert-able
functions such as over speeding, harsh
braking and geofences.

Call: 0845 901 1971

Driver Behaviour, with locatu you can get
real time driver behaviour , with a single click
you can view engine rev’s, fuel guage, throttle
position, engine temperature and engine load.
Email: sales@locatu.com

Visit: www.locatu.com

IMPROVE Y
 OUR
PRODUCTIVITY
WITH LOCATU
REPORTING
The most important element of any Telematics system is
its ability to provide fleet operators information on how
their fleet is performing with the information necessary
to manage their vehicles and the service they deliver to
their customers. Locatu has a comprehensive reporting
suit which is easily accessed through the main screen. The
most commonly requested reports are easily generated
and provide a wealth of information.

Daily Report Provides a daily summary for a quantity of vehicle activity
Destination Report Shows every POI (point of Interest) visited for a specific vehicle over a selected period
Driving Event Summary Shows driver behaviour
Idle Report Details the extent of driver ignition or engine activity whilst NOT moving
Journey Report This list those vehicles which have incurred charges by driving on toll roads, bridges etc
Road Charging Report This list those vehicles which have incurred charges by driving on toll roads, bridges etc
Speed Report Reports on vehicles exceeding a specific time limit
Utilization Report Reports on how often your vehicle is used
Many other standard reports available , bespoke reports can be produced.

CANBUS FROM LOCATU
For most fleet operators our standard locatu product is more than
they would ever need, however for some large haulage fleets it
is vital that they get up to date information on how their vehicle
is performing, including electronic tachograph information. When
combined with the Core product it can provide driver behaviour
training, this can result in significant fuel consumption savings of
over 5%.
The Benefits of fitting a CanBus solution from ACP to your fleet:
 Access to CANbus data lets vehicle
operators identify and address the
causes of poor MPG and helps to reduce
running costs and environmental impact
simultaneously

T
 he solution reports on the status and
health of the vehicle including safety
systems such as Airbags,
Anti-lock brakes and electronic stability
protection.

 By relaying faults to the fleet operator,
potential accidents can be averted,
and vehicles can be recalled for repair,
before minor faults turn into major
system failures

If you need information from any vehicle, from engine revs
to bucket position there is only one company to call…Locatu

So call today on 0845 901 1971
Locatu is based in Leeds with additional offices in London and Hull.
 We believe in constant innovation and have developed some of the best
software in the telematics industry which is constantly and automatically
updated as new features are added.
 Solutions that allow transport operators to save thousands on their fuel and
routing costs and local authorities to make significant improvements vehicle
efficiency.
 Comprehensive specialist experience in all aspects of Winter Maintenance
vehicles including route compliance and gritter activity on all makes of
gritting equipment.
 It is this experience that sets LOCATU well ahead of ALL competitors.
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